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SUBJECT: PEACE CORPS: Country Team Assessment of Suitability of Operations in Lebanon.

In its initial assessment, in March 1961, of the possibilities forPeace Corps work in Lebanon (Embtels 802 and 835), the Embassy concludedthat the presence of Peace Corps personnel here could prove usefu toUnited States interests as well as to the Government of Lebanon., Oppor-tunities were discussed in the fields of education, both elementary and C>teacher-training; sub-professional construction supervision; agricultural (>extension; sanitary engineering; and surveying for rural road programmingand design. Since that time, the Embassy, as instructed, has taken noinitiative in discussing the Peace Corps work in the official community,pending further instructions from the Department, although two informalapproaches for Peace Corps assistance have been received. The first wasfrom the Reverend Clyde ROGERS, of the Ohio Council of Churches ChristianRural Overseas Program, with regard to the Akkar Area-Cooperative and RuralTraining Program in North Lebanon (Embassy's A-36, August 11, 196I1). Thesecond was from the Director of Highways of the Lebanese Ministryj of PublicWorks, who asked about the availability of Peace Corps personnel forvarious types of highway engineering work (Embassy's TOAID 3). ' "

In response to the Department's Circular CA-152, the Country] Teamhas reviewed its earlier assessment in the light of the more detail ledpolicy guidance and criteria for operations contained therein. As a WIresult of this review, the Country Team has reached the conclusion that.Nin general, formal Peace Corps programs would be inappropriate in Lebanonat the present time.

The Country Team feels that, political consideration aside, theLebanese economy can currently support out of its resources a program
of sustained and effective economic development, although loan assistancemay be needed in the future; and that Lebanon is financially able to payfor the services of specialists and technicians which may be needed, as

L it in fact now doing in the case of European advisers in several fields.
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At the same time, however, it is clear that the Government is not taking to the
best of its ability those steps which its economic development requires.
Direction and supervision of contracts has been deficient in the execution of
public works projects, and even in some cases where large-scale assistance by
USOM has paved the way, local follow-through has not been vigorous or effective.
Moreover, the Government is not now using, or not using to the best advantage,
local technicians available to it, including some trained on the job by USOM
engineers over the past few years. Agricultural extension work, although
encouraged and helped by the American University of Beirut School of Agriculture,
is unable to function close to its maximum potential due to inadequate financial
support.

While the Country Team perceives no overriding political objections to the
introduction of the Peace Corps into Lebanon, there would appear to be little
political advantage to be gained from it. To date, the Lebanese Government has
shown no serious interest in the Corps, nor does it seem likely to do so.
Furthermore, there is some possibility that the Lebanese would take umbrage at
being recipients of an aid program which they understand is designed specifically
for the truly underdeveloped countries, such as the new African republics. The
Lebanese consider themselves above such countries in both social and economic
development and would prefer to think that the sort of aid they need from us
is more sophisticated (and expensive) than that which can be offered by the
Peace Corps.

It appears to the Country Team, therefore, that the only feasible method
of using the Corps in Lebanon would be to introduce individual members of it
quietly, and without publicity, to work on modest projects as individuals and
not as members of a country Peace Corps team. They could function much as
professorial recipients of Smith-Mundt grants and, providing their number
were small enough, their presence would not'be resented, particularly if they
were working in the remoter areas, where they could do the most good anyway.
In this connection, we believe that assistance to private agencies in their
work in the badly neglected, remote rural areas could be of value, especially
in social development projects, and in English teaching at schools, where the
student-teacher relationship could have positive results broader than the
mere learning of a language.

Evan M. Wilson
Charge d'Affaires a.i.
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